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Issue



Research Questions

A. How can Radford University decrease their amount of single use plastic bags?

B. What can the single use plastic bags be replaced with? 



Literature 

- “Legislators in both the United States and the United Kingdom are attempting to force a 

reduction of one-time use plastic bags. Both countries rely on a combination of bans, use 

fees, recycling, and voluntary actions.”

- The competition: a bill that if broken a $5 fee goes to the Virginia Litter Control and 

Recycling Fund, while another, while another policy maker was focused more on the plastic 

bag industry.

- Surveys: 

- Bag use can be affected by habits, age, customs, and level of eco-taxes

- If there are options, people will pick the biodegradable option



Findings

1. Amount of plastic bags purchased for RU dining locations?
Approx 3500 a week

2. Have you seen an increase or decrease in plastic bag use in the last 10 
years? 
Most units have seen a decrease

3. Which dining location on campus uses the most plastic bags? 
Chick-fil-A but mainly because it has bags used for multiple units in 
that building.  
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Bags to Benches Education

● Program has existed for three years

● 500lbs produces one bench 

● This year 88lbs has been collected 

● 500lbs is equivalent to 40,000 plastic bags
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Solution
Customers who check out at the bookstore will have 

the option to take a plastic bag or receive an 

EcoCoin. Customers can then place that EcoCoin 

into one of three boxes, each one representing a 

student philanthropy organization engaged in social 

impact for sustainable development. Each EcoCoin 

represents a 5-cent donation made by the Penn 

State Bookstore. On top of the total amount 

collected through EcoCoins, the Penn State 

Bookstore will contribute $500 per semester to each 

organization.



Solution

Incentive Program: 

Competitions within food service to promote recycling.

Win prizes for recycling bags.



Limitations

● Campus dining options belong to corporations

● Dining services do not have full autonomy 

● Companies use plastic bags for marketing

● Americans like convenience 

● Amount of money available to seek alternatives
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